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Savage Arms History 

The Savage Arms Company 
Was organized in 1894 by Arthur Savage in Utica, New York and 
at this time, the first "hammerless" lever action rifle with the entire 
mechanism enclosed in a steel receiver was invented. Model 99, 
as it became known, advanced firearm technology, offered the 
average person an affordable rifle, and started a business that has 
stood the test of time.    

Indian head logo 
In 1919 this profile was a gift to Mr. Savage from Chief Lame Deer following 
historic negotiations with the chief to provide reasonable and affective 
hunting rifles for the Native American reservation. This endorsement deal 
provided Savage Arms with the renowned Indian head logo.  

World War I & II 
During World War I, Savage merged with Driggs-Seabury Ordnance 
Company, and made Lewis machine guns. In World War II, Savage 
contributed literally millions of firearms to the campaign, converting its 
factories to accommodate heavy munitions.  
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“ATK at a glance” 

ATK is an Aerospace, Defense and Commercial products company that operates 

in 21 states, Canada, Puerto Rico and is divided into three business groups 
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Product Awards for Savage Arms “Lakefield” 
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Production History & Product Distribution  
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Change Management “Process Model Diagram” 
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Change is the only constant  
Heraclitus, Greek philosopher 

Leading Change - John P. Kotter, Professor of Leadership, Harvard 

provided an actionable, eight-step process for implementing successful 

transformations.  
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Kotter's 8-Step Change    Step 1: Create Urgency 

For change to happen, it helps if the whole company 

really understands why we want the change.  

 

Develop a sense of urgency around the need for 

change.  

  

If many people start talking about the change you 

propose, the urgency can build and feed on itself.  

 

 To Do List: 

 

Identify potential threats and develop 

scenarios   showing the “possible” the future. 

 

Examine opportunities that should or could be 

exploited. 

 

Start honest discussions and give dynamic 

and convincing reasons to get people talking 

and thinking 

 

Request support from customers, 

stakeholders and industry people to strengthen 

your argument.  

Create Urgency 
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Kotter's 8-Step’s    Step 2: Form a Guiding Coalition 

Pulling together the right coalition of employees to 

lead the change initiative is vital to success.  

 

The coalition must be made up of the right team, a 

significant level of trust and a shared goal.  

 

 

To do List: 

Identify the true leaders in your organization, 

as well as your key stakeholders  

 

Ask for an emotional commitment from 

these key people.  

 

Work on team building within your change 

coalition.  

 

Check your team for weak areas, and 

ensure that you have a good mix of people 

from different departments and different levels 

within your company 
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Kotter's 8-Step’s 2: Con’t - Effective Coalition  

The Four Qualities of an Effective Guiding 

Coalition  

 

In putting together a Guiding Coalition, the 

team as a whole should reflect: 

 

Position Power:  Enough key players should 

be on board so that those left out cannot 

block progress.  

 

Expertise:  All relevant points of view should 

be represented so that informed intelligent 

decisions can be made.  

 

Credibility:  The group should be seen and 

respected by those in the firm so that the 

group’s pronouncements will be taken 

seriously by other employees.  

 

Leadership:  The group should have enough 

proven leaders to be able to drive the change 

process.  
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Terry McCullough 
Vice President/ General Manager 

Greg Sage 
Q.A. Supervisor 

Diane Moloney 
Controller/ I.S. Manager 

Ernie Barriage 

National Sales 

Manager 

Dave Myles 
Director of 

Manufacturing 

Derek Anderson 
Materials Manager 

Leadership Team 

Debbie Yale 
Production Manager 

Barry Galloway 
HR & Accounting 

Manager 
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Kotter's 8-Steps   3: Create a Vision for Change 

Create a Vision for Change 

 

A clear vision can help everyone understand why you're 

asking them to do something.  

 

When people see for themselves what you're trying to 

achieve, then the directives they're given tend to make 

more sense.  

 

To do List: 

Determine the values  that are central to the 

change.  

 

Develop a short summary (one or two 

sentences) that captures what you "see" as the 

future of your organization.  

 

Create a strategy to execute that vision.  

 

Ensure that your change coalition can describe 

the vision in five minutes or less.  

 

Practice your "vision speech" often.  
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Our KEY AMBITIONS 

 Improve continually in external and 
internal customer satisfaction 

 Provide the best products possible using 
the most cost effective methods, 
measured by – Quality, Delivery, Cost & 
Safety  (Q.D.C.S) 

 Work and build our product in a safe and 
compliant manner insuring the safety of 
our employees 

 Be a top financial performer in the ATK 
Sporting family of consumer branded 
products 

 Support continuous growth in our 
markets by meeting demand and having 
successful new product launches  
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Kotter's 8-Step’s    Step 4: Communicate the Vision 

Communicate the Vision Don't just call meetings to communicate your 

vision but talk about it every chance you get.  

 

Use the vision daily to make decisions and 

solve problems. Keep it fresh on everyone's 

minds, they'll remember it and respond to it.  

 

It's also important to "walk the talk." What you 

do is far more important  and creditable 

 

 To do List: 

 

Talk often about your change vision. 

 

Address peoples' concerns and 

anxieties, openly and honestly. 

 

 Apply your vision to all aspects of 

operations   

 

Lead by example  
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Kotter's 8-Step’s     Step 5: Remove Obstacles 

At this point in the change process, you are 

talking about your vision, building buy-in from 

all levels of the organization. 

 

Anyone resisting the change?  

 

Put  in place the structure for change, and 

continually check for barriers to it. Removing 

obstacles can empower the people you need to 

execute your vision 

 

To do List: 
 

Identify, change leaders whose main 

roles are to deliver the change and look 

at your organizational structure, job 

descriptions, and performance 

measurement to ensure they're in line 

with your vision.  

 

Recognize and reward people for 

making change happen. Identify people 

who are resisting the change, and help 

them see what's needed.  

 

Take action to quickly remove barriers 

(human or otherwise) 
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Quality Ownership
Savage Quick Response/Quality Control

(S.Q.R.)

Pace Boards all Major workcells  

– Target, actual, reason 

BARREL 

SUPERMARKET 

ALLOWING FOR SMALLER 

F.G. RUN SIZES - <10 

DEFECT RACK 

All defect actual samples on rack for review 

Key Account Spending 

 - Weekly Flash report 

- Account spend limit communication and 
controls 

Health & Safety 

Workwell audit pass 

M.O.L. Inspection pass 

Zero Lost Time Accidents  

Customer Service 

E- Receiver Improvements 

Feeding solutions 

Warranty report 

Employee Training 

 - Lean manufacturing 

 - Technical Skills up-grading 

C.I. Events 

Kaizen, SMED, 5S 

 

Execution Excellence – QDCS Framework 
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Kotter's 8-Step’s     Step 7: Build on the Change 

Professor Kotter argues that many change projects fail 

because victory is declared too early. Quick wins are 

only the beginning of what needs to be done to achieve 

long-term change.  

 

Launching one new product using a new system is 

great. But if you can launch 20 products, that means 

the new system is working. To reach that 20th success, 

you need to keep looking for improvements.  

 

Each success provides an opportunity to build on what 

went right and identify what you can improve.  

 

To do List: 

After every win, analyze what went right, and 

what needs improving 
 

Set  goals to continue building on the 

momentum you've achieved 
 

Learn about kaizen, the idea of continuous 

improvement 
 

Keep ideas fresh by bringing in new change 

agents and leaders for your change coalition.  
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Title 
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Kotter's 8-Step’s   Step 6: Create Short-Term Wins 

Nothing motivates more than success so give your company 

a taste of victory early in the change process.  

 

Within a short time frame (this could be a month or a year, 

depending on the type of change), you'll want to have some 

"quick wins  " that your staff can see.  

 

Create short-term targets to be achievable, with little room for 

failure. Your change team may have to work very hard to 

come up with these targets, but each "win" that you produce 

can further motivate the entire staff.  

 

To do List: 

Look for sure-fire projects that  can be implemented 

without help from any strong critics of the change.  

 

Don't choose early targets that are expensive. You 

want to be able to justify the investment in each project.  

 

Thoroughly analyze the potential pros and cons of 

your targets. If you don't succeed with an early goal, it 

can hurt your entire change initiative.  

 

Reward   the people who help you meet the targets.  
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Quality Success – QDCS Result 
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Quality Success – QDCS Result 
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Quality Success – QDCS Result 
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Quality Success – QDCS Result 
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Title 
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Quality Success – QDCS Result 
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Kotter's 8-Step’s     Step 8: Anchor the Changes 

To  get any change to become entrenched, it should 

become part of the core of your culture as this is what 

determines what gets done. Make continuous efforts to 

ensure that the change is seen 

 

It is important that your company's leaders continue to 

support the change. This includes existing staff and new 

leaders who are brought in to the company 

 

To Do List :  

 

Talk about progress every chance you get. Tell 

success stories about the change process, and 

repeat other stories that you hear.  

 

Include the change ideals and values when hiring 

and training new staff.  

 

Publicly recognize key members of your original 

change coalition, and make sure the rest of the 

staff – new and old – remembers their 

contributions.  

 

Create plans to replace key leaders of change as 

they move on.  
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Savage Arms Canada – Change Management 

QUESTIONS OR 

COMMENTS? 


